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Love triangle! Comedic antics!! Gang warfare?! You wonâ€™t want to miss out on Shonen Jump's

laugh-out-loud feel-good manga series! It's hate at first sight when Raku Ichijo first meets Chitoge

Kirisaki. But much to their chagrin, the two are forced into a false love relationship to keep the peace

between their feuding gangster families. It's almost Christmas, but Chitoge's not in a festive mood

because her mother, Hana Kirisaki, is visiting Japan for the winter holidays. Chitoge introduces her

false boyfriend to her workaholic mom, who then decides to test his mettleâ€”by making him work as

her secretary! While laboring away, Raku canâ€™t help but notice the strained relationship between

Chitoge and her mother. Is there anything he can do?
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It has been a fairly good series so far, with the story going more toward everyone dealing with their

own feels instead of who's key will fit the lock..Though what I find really interesting, is that this has

come out already on the Kindle, but is showing January 2015 for print. Wonder what the large

difference in time is between digital release and paper release. Couple of the hard copy/digital copy

released here have at least a couple month difference. Though no word on volume 8 yet for digital

or hard copy.

Nisekoi: False Love, Vol. 7: The Reason introduces a rival for Chitoge's friend and bodyguard,

Seshiro; her name is Paula McCoy A.K.A. "White Fang," and she's a deadly assassin like Seshiro.



They engage in a contest: who can steal a kiss from Raku's lips? And then Chitoge's workaholic

mother comes into the picture. She has a test of her own, to see if Raku is an acceptable match for

Chitoge: he must be the mother's secretary.There is a touching moment at the end of the volume,

but overall, this book is more a collection of short anecdotes rather than an ongoing story. You do

find out a little more about Chitoge and Seshiro, but their characters don't really go anywhere with

relation to the overall story. Reading this volume, I do get afraid that this series isn't going

anywhere. Don't get me wrong - I still love the series - but the overall love pentagon simply isn't

advanced in these 200 pages. ****

Let's enjoy Raku's way of school life with cute girls. Well, the story is slow at progressing, but it is

still a good read. Funny good artwork and cute girls, that's all its need to get me hook in. Looking

forward to next volume.Edited: Decided to not continuing buying this series because the story is

going down hill, hate Raku so much and it just suck right now.

~4/5I seem to have less and less to say about this series. Just because I enjoy it. Itâ€™s

goodâ€”very good. The art is so pretty. I love the characters.We had several different plotlines here.

We meet a new character who fights with Tsugumi. Chitoge wants some attention from Raku, which

was adorable. Ruri loses her glasses, and we see a serious side of Shu, and duh they should just

start flirting already. And then we meet Chitogeâ€™s mother, who is surprisingly scary, but also

makes sense. Their relationship was sweet, if rough, and I liked seeing the depth it added to

Chitogeâ€™s character. It definitely added more chemistry between Chitoge and Raku, too.Iâ€™m

pretty much all for Chitoge at this point. I still like all of the other girls, but sheâ€™s the one, as far as

I can tell, for him. I still really like Onodera, though. And I like how Tsugumi pretty much just wants

Chitoge to be happyâ€”sheâ€™s such a good friend. I like that the girls all have actual friendships

between them.This is just plain excellent, for harem, for comedy, in general. I love it. Gimme the

next one.[More of my reviews are available on my blog, Geeky Reading, to which there's a link on

my profile.]

I love anime and always will! I loved this book because it has lots of good pictures and the last

comic was awesome!

I really enjoyed this series and I can't wait for the others to be released!



Arrived in time. Awesome read on the series
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